YOU HAVE THE RIGHT
TO BE LIGHT.

Up to 1,800 lbs. lighter AND up to
50% stronger for extreme profits.

EXTREME PLATFORM TRAILERS

remove a maximum of 1,800 pounds and a
minimum of 1,000 pounds.

Every pound you remove that you don’t need means you can carry more to make
more money.
No matter the trailer or the size, you’ll get extreme weight savings for extreme
payload performance:

EXTREME STEP
DECK TRAILERS

reduce tare weight by
1,000 to 1,600 pounds.

EXTREME DUMP TRAILERS

many configurations haul the biggest
payloads at the lightest tare weights.

Extreme Accessories
They’re not as
strong as they
should be, either.

We’ll show you a better way … the Extreme way. You haul less
trailer and haul more payload with Extreme Trailers. The industry’s
best tare weight, reduced downtime and better back hauls means
you make more profit. Extreme profits that is!

EXTREME PLATFORM TRAILERS

EXTREME STEP DECK TRAILERS

EXTREME DUMP TRAILERS

XP Platform Series =
lowest tare weights + strongest decking

XS Step Deck Series =
lightest + strongest on the market

XD Dump Series =
the biggest payloads + the lightest tare weights

removes 1,000-1,800 pounds

reduces tare weight by 1,000-1,600 pounds

many configurations for flexibility

35-50% stronger decking

35-50% stronger decking

frame or frameless

Patent Pending engineered safety and maintenance features

Patent Pending Crush Resistant Technology (CRT)

Patent Pending engineered safety and maintenance features

tandem axle, multi-axle, B-train trailer or Canadian SPIF compliant

standard 48’-53’ lengths; also 28’, 32’, 45’, 51’ lengths

tandem axle, multi-axle or Canadian SPIF compliant

XP55, XP65, XP75 models

XS50, XS60, XS70 models

Extreme-T™ with Straps

Extreme-T™ with Chains

Dunnage Racks
› Conveniently hauls tarps and other accessories

All-Aluminum Tool Box
› Double-door with stainless steel camlock latch/hinges

› Extreme-T™ Hook

› Extreme-T™ Hook swivels at 45˚

› Engages from multiple positions in J-Channel

› Stays fully engaged in J-Channel

› 24” x 24”x 60”

› Patent pending for extra safety and security

› Patent pending for extra safety and security

› Long-lasting, rust-resistant
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